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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has a highly integrated environment with significant processorchestration between systems. When
refreshing UAT, Objects that have external Ids from Production no longer point to valid External Ids in the UAT
environment. 

What should an Architect do to resolve this? 

A. Let UAT point to production integrations and rollback each transaction after it finishes. 

B. Delete all the data and use an Automated testing tool to create new data across all the systems in UAT. 

C. Mask the External Id so nobody can see the production value. 

D. In the post refresh plan, modify external ids to a known valid set of values for UAT. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers recently added a new sales division to theEnsure that Record Type Ids match both Productiowhen
migrating to Production, the Developer reports that Unit Tests are failing. What should an Architect do to ensure tests
execute predictably? 

A. Ensure that Record Type Ids match both Production and Sandbox orgs 

B. Ensure executed Apex test run as valid users 

C. Ensure unit tests generate their own test data 

D. Ensure unit tests execute with seeAllData=true 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers CUC) has developed extensions of Salesforce Service Cloud for the use of its customer service
teams using the change set development model. 

Recently, UC acquired a company that develops extensions of an AppExchange app. The development team of the
acquired company uses the org development model. The Universal Containers CTO wants both teams to work on a
single org and follow the same set of processes. 

Which development model should the architect recommend to be used by theconsolidated development 

team? 

A. Org development model, because the acquired company\\'s team is already using it, and it is better than the change
set development model. 

B. Package development model, because it allows packages to be created and deployed using declarative (point-and-
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click) development tools, without writing code. 

C. Package development model, so teams can build release artifacts that can be tested and released independently
from artifacts for other projects. 

D. Change set development model,because UC is already using it, so it will face less resistance. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) is considering updating their Salesforce Production Deployment as a part of their Release
Mgmt process. Which three best practices should UC consider for Production Deployment? Choose 3 ans. 

A. Announce the maintenance window ahead of time. 

B. Define a rollback strategy. 

C. Lert all users on the day of deployment. 

D. Schedule releases with Salesforce upgrades. 

E. Temporarily suspend configuration changes in production. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 5

What are two advantages of using an Agile Project Management tool? Choose 2 answers 

A. Increased visibility into sprint and project status 

B. Better relationships with business stakeholders 

C. Consolidate project artifacts to a common repository 

D. Improve governance with gate steps in development 

Correct Answer: AC 
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